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NEW QUESTION: 1
The CUSTOMERS table has these columns:
The CUSTOMER_ID column is the primary key for the table.
Which two statements find the number of customers? (Choose
two.)
A. SELECT COUNT(*) FROM customers;
B. SELECT TOTAL(customer_id) FROM customers;
C. SELECT TOTAL(customer_name) FROM customers;
D. SELECT TOTAL(*) FROM customers;

E. SELECT COUNT(customers) FROM customers;
F. SELECT COUNT(customer_id) FROM customers;
Answer: A,F
Explanation:
These statements provide correct syntax and semantics to show
the number of customers. Function COUNT() can be used with
substitution symbol of all columns "*" or just with one column
name. Last query will be processed a little bit faster.
Incorrect Answers
A: There is no TOTAL() function in Oracle.
C: There is no TOTAL() function in Oracle.
E: You cannot table name as a parameter of COUNT() function.
F: There is no TOTAL() function in Oracle.
OCP Introduction to Oracle 9i: SQL Exam Guide, Jason Couchman,
p. 123-125 Chapter 3: Advanced Data Selection in Oracle

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are characteristics of a storage view?
A. An initiator can only be in multiple storage view VPLEX FE
port can be in multiple storage Views Each
initiator and FE port pair must be in different storage views
B. An initiator can be in multiple storage views VPLEX FE port
can only be in one storage view Each
initiator and FE port pair can only be in one storage view
C. An initiator can be in multiple storage views VPLEX FE port
can be in multiple storage views Each
initiator and FE port pair can only be in one storage view
D. An initiator can only be in one storage view VPLEX FE port
can be in multiple storage views Each
initiator and FE port pair can be in different storage views
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following is not included in the Android
application framework?
A. NotificationManager
B. DialerManager
C. WindowManager
D. PackageManager
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References:
https://developer.android.com/guide/platform/index.html
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